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History
The company HEUTE was founded in 1905. 

In 1945, the first hotel shoe shine machine was built and it went into series production soon after. 
Today, the production range is very broad ranging from a practical smaller shoe shine machine for 
domestic use up to exclusive models for hotels. In addition to that, HEUTE produces sole cleaning 
devices as well as large scale units for different industrial purposes for several decades now.

The family company with a tradition of more than 100 years is expanding throughout the world 
and set itself to produce highest quality machines individually and according to our customer’s 
requirements.

HEUTE shoe shine machines are renowned in Germany and abroad and they are being  
exported worldwide.

Our in-house production enables us to meet almost any customer requirement and  
we look forward to realizing the design suggestion for your shoe shine machine. 

Sales Export: 
Susanne Molitor
sm@heute-gmbh.de

Sales Export: 
Ulrike Grönegress
ug@heute-gmbh.de

Sales Germany: 
Regina Ramm
rr@heute-gmbh.de

Accounting: 
Monika Lilienthal
ml@heute-gmbh.de

IT Manager: 
Ralph Meyer
rm@heute-gmbh.de

Sales Germany: 
Steffen Moersch
ms@heute-gmbh.de

Owner: 
Erica Löwe

General Manager: 
Christian Löwe
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Our quality in detail.
“We never wanted to be the biggest but the best.”

This is the maxim of August Heute, and ever since its foundation in 1905, the company has 
remained true to this principle from generation to generation. “HEUTE” started as a producer of 
shoemaking machines. In 1950, production shifted towards shoe shining machines and similar 
products like cleaning devices for soles and skids. 

Whatever we do, we do it with passion for our product.

Engineering

Many years of experience, particularly with 
industrial machines, guarantee perfect  
functionality combined with high durability.  
HEUTE machines have powerful motors and 
heavy cases. This leads to durability and  
a foothold for the machine while at the  
same time providing trouble-free usage.

Sensor

The use of a capacitive sensor with integrated timer allows for  
a non-contact and noiseless start of most HEUTE machines.  
The sensor recognizes the impulse and starts the machine no 
matter if you use your fingers or shoe soles with the ergonomic 
sensor head.

Errors due to dirt are a thing of the past with this type of sensor. 
With a normal button you run the risk of smaller stones or water 
to clog the moving elements of the switch. 

Case

The metal-processing of the  
machine cases is a traditional 
skill, which has been refined  
for many decades now – be it  
stainless steel processing or  
the cast-iron moulding of the 
aluminum cases.  
We vouch for long life cycles  
of our products – spanning  
generations.

Design

Our machines are being 
developed in cooperation with 
selected designers. Thus, a 
high degree of usefulness and  
a timeless design are guaran-
teed. Your lasting satisfaction 
and convenience with our 
product is what we strive for.

NEW
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Brushes

Our polishing brushes made from wool yarn have a wooden core and they provide perfect care 
for high gloss leather. The wool yarn mixture takes up the polish and spreads it evenly across 
the shoe. Our pre-cleaning horse-hair brushes will cleanse rough dirt from the shoes. Artificial 
material like nylon is not used for our brushes as it may damage the surface of the shoe too 
easily. Our brushes give a perfect and safe polish to the shoe.  

Polish dispenser

The shoe polish is applied gently through a 
special stainless steel valve with a large ball.  
A stop inside the valve prevents the shoes 
from being damaged by any rough edges  
while applying the polish.

Guarantee

We guarantee a 20-year spare part  
provision to our customers and thus grant 
lasting support even in the distant future.  
Due to the considerably long life cycles  
of our machines, it is well worth buying  
a spare part even after decades.
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Ellipse

With its extravagant and eye-catching form the Ellipse turns  
into a design highlight in your entry area. 

Two different versions of the Ellipse turn the shoe polishing into 
something extraordinary. The results of both machines, whether 
it has a polish dispenser or not, will be: quick, precise, satisfying 
and most of all shining – just like the high-quality brushed  
stainless steel sufarce of this design highlight presents itself.

Whether the model Ellipse will be placed next to a wall, in a 
corner or standing freely in the room, with its classic column 
design it always cuts a fine figure. Especially spacious corridors, 
wide entrance halls or stylish lobbies will be appropriate sites 
for a machine like this.

Ellipse, stainless steel brushed

Case: 
stainless steel brushed
Dimension: 
44 cm x 127 cm 
diameter x height
Brushes: 
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 22 cm x 8 cm 
diameter x width

Deliverable alternatively: 
instead of the 2nd polishing 
brush, a polish dispenser of 
0.75 liter content with a ball 
valve for leather polish is 
available 
Weight: 
47 kg net,  
50 kg gross

Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
150 watt, 
700 rpm
Starter:  
Sensor with timer

Ellipse stainless steel with 3 brushes

Ellipse with high quality leather

stainless steel 
with real lea-
ther coating

stainless steel

NEW
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Quadro

The model Quadro is also inspired by the 
classic column shape and represents itself 
as an innovative angular shaped stainless 
steel case with smoothly rounded corners.

An elegant model for purists with a sense 
for the aesthetic.

Our Quadro TFT with its built-in 17” display 
and multimedia player addresses the indi-
vidualist, who wants to combine product 
placement with shoe-shine service.

The integrated media player can be used 
for advertising video spots, product photos 
or audio files.

Both Quadro versions will make your sho-
es as well as the location shine brightly.

Case: 
stainless steel brushed 
Dimension: 
38 cm x 34 cm x 127 cm 
width x depth x height
Weight:  
47 kg net,  
50 kg gross
Brushes:  
2 polishing brushes  
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 22 cm x 8 cm 
diameter x width

Deliverable alternatively: 
instead of the 2nd polishing 
brush a polish dispenser of 
0.75 liter content with a ball 
valve for leather polish is 
available
Power supply:   
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
150 watt, 
700 rpm
Starter: 
Sensor with timer

stainless steel 
brushedQuadro with integrated TFT display

Strong motor

Quadro,  
stainless steel brushed

YEARS

G
U

A R A N T E
E
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PoliArt
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The cutting-edge and impressive PoliArt is Heute’s first  
rental shoe shine machine. Like a modern sculpture it  
leans against the wall but it is not static in any way.

An optional TFT display on the front with a multimedia player inside 
and classy illumination for brushes and polish dispenser turn the 
design-oriented shoe shine machine into an individual service 
center. Partners or sponsors alike will be provided with a point-
of-interest area to simply and easily bring inhouse information or 
messages to the customer.

Therefore, our new model PoliArt is a unique combination of aes-
thetical form meeting individual function. Customers, who want to 
be a step ahead of business competitors and provide an extraordi-
nary, informative and convincing service, should take a closer look 
at the PoliArt.

Rental charge and minimum rental period available on request.

Case: 
Front: stainless steel brushed 
Sides: Fundermax / aluminium 
compound
Dimension: 
70,5 cm x 38 cm x 141 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish Dispenser: 
0.75 liter with ball valve
Brushes: 
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 22 cm x 12 cm 
diameter x width
Weight (incl. TFT): 
61 (64) kg net,  
64 (67) kg gross
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
150 watt, 
700 rpm
Starter:  
Sensor with timer

stainless steel 
brushed

Classy illumination

Innovative design

NEW

PoliArt, TFT
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PoliSwing

Our model PoliSwing bears its name with good reason.

Its curved silhouette and the dynamic lines will turn  
this machine into a cult object of any interior design.

The striking back made from polished perforated metal combines 
sturdy material with ultramodern design and creates a unique 
eye-catcher. In addition to that this design provides a secure and 
ergonomic hold to its user and protects walls from being touched 
and stained with fingerprints.

Excellent stainless steel workmanship and high-performance finish 
melt together to a design object, which is unrivalled and particularly 
impressive in wide rooms.

Case: 
stainless steel brushed
Dimension:  
57 cm x 40 cm x 91 cm 
width x depth x height
Weight:  
47 kg net,  
50 kg gros
Brushes:  
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 22 cm x 8 cm 
diameter x width
Polish Dispenser: 
0.75 liter with ball valve
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
150 watt, 
700 rpm
Starter:  
Sensor with timer

NEW

Perforated highly polished stainless 
steel, dulled contact area

YEARS

G
U

A R A N T E
E

stainless steel 
brushed
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The Cosmo series has convincing style, functionality and  
compactness.

It adapts well to personal furnishing styles and ideas, because 
Cosmo is available in numerous standard colors and can be 
coated in any RAL color our customers ask for. Thus the elegant 
shoe shine machine becomes an individual companion, which 
integrates perfectly into your existing ambience.

The case made from max. 8 mm cast aluminum is very durable  
and due to its weight the machine can be easily operated by 
means of a foot sensor. A high dead weight guarantees stability.

Shoe shining can hardly be more thorough, faster and easier 
especially in sophisticated households with emphasis on style 
and satisfying functionality.

Cosmo, claret

claret 
(RAL 3004)

white 
(RAL 9016)

blue
(RAL 5013)

silver 
(RAL 9006)

light ivory 
(RAL 1015)

Dimension: 
60 cm x 38 cm x 32 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
0.75 liter with ball valve
Brushes: 
Ø 13 cm x 7 cm 
diameter x width

Weight: 
12 kg net, 
14 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
130 watt, 
1200 rpm

graphite 
(RAL 7022)

black 
(RAL 9005)

Cosmo, black

every  
RAL-Color
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Cosmo plus

The Cosmo plus is an enhanced version of the 
Cosmo series.

The additional bar made from highly polished 
stainless steel make the Cosmo plus look 
even more aesthetic than the smaller Cosmo 
version.

The modified design changes the function: an 
ergonomic contact button integrated in the bar 
starts the machine for as long as 
the user pushes it down. Moreover, 
the handle bar provides a secure 
hold while using the machine and 
prevents that nearby walls will get 
stained from users touching it while balancing 
on one foot.

The Cosmo plus enjoys great popularity in 
households with a raised standard of living, 
smaller hotels, boarding houses or offices 
looking for a decent but reliable shoe shine 
service with elegant design.

Cosmo plus, graphite

Dimension: 
60 cm x 42 cm x 95 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
0.75 liter with ball valve
Brushes: 
Ø 13 cm x 7 cm 
diameter x width

Weight: 
16 kg net, 
20 kg gross
Starter: 
on the bar
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
130 watt, 
1200 rpm

 Attractive, curved design in silver

  Comfortable switch

YEARS

G
U

A R A N T E
E
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Elégance Couleur 
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Compact, powerful and adaptable –  
these are the persuasive arguments of the 
Elégance Couleur.

The classy and solid design can be integrated 
with ease into any environment and due to its 
size the machine will not need much space.

Thus, the Elégance Couleur is the ideal “shoe 
shine butler” for private homes, smaller offices, 
boarding houses and hotels the entrance areas 
of which require a compact solution.

Individual customization can be achieved by 
different standard colors as well as any desired 
RAL color, which the Elégance Couleur can be 
coated with.

Case: 
coated steel  
(available in: graphite, silver, black, 
claret or any RAL color)
Dimension:  
50 cm x 30 cm x 36 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
1 polish dispenser (0,75 liter with 
stain-  less steel ball valve)
Brushes: 
1 horsehair pre-cleaning brush 
2 wool yarn polishing brushes  
(Ø 13 cm x 7 cm)
Weight:  
16 kg net, 
18 kg gross
Power supply:  
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 130 watt,  
1200 rpm
Starter: 
Sensor with timer

Elégance Couleur, claret

Elégance Couleur, graphite

claret 
(RAL 3004)

graphite
(RAL 7022)

every RAL-Color

silver
(RAL 9006)

black
(RAL 9005)

YEARS

G
U

A R A N T E
E
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The dimension of the Elégance series changes a bit with the  
Elégance Couleur plus.

This elegant shoe shine machine with its solid sheet steel case makes a 
perfect partner for restaurants or administrations. The reasons are manifold: 
the machine has an attractive height, a smoothly curved design and efficient 
features.

Either way the Elégance Couleur plus answers your claims as it provides the 
perfect finish – for your shoes as well as your ambience.

Case: 
coated steel  
(available in: graphite, silver, black, 
claret or any RAL color)
Dimension:  
50 cm x 30 cm x 86 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
1 polish dispenser (0,75 liter  
with stainless steel ball valve)

Brushes: 
1 horsehair pre-cleaning brush 
2 wool yarn polishing brushes  
(Ø 13 cm x 7 cm)
Weight:  
28 kg net,  
30 kg gross
Power supply:  
230 volt (110 volt optionally), 
130 watt, 1200 rpm
Starter: 
Sensor with timer

Elégance Couleur plus, 
silver 

claret 
(RAL 3004)

graphite
(RAL 7022)

every RAL-Color

silver
(RAL 9006)

black
(RAL 9005)

G
U

A R A N T E
E
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Elégance Nature plus
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mahogany

cherry

natural

dark walnut The Elégance Nature models have the same 
design as our Elégance Couleur series but are 
made from different material.

Instead of sheet steel the case is made from 
real wood, the surface of which reflects its  
high quality character.

Warm wood meets a puristic design with a 
distinct, timeless shape - a vivid emphasis in a rather modern ambience or an integra-
ted part of a classic precious environment.

A different standard wood finish or optionally a fully customizable finish grant the best 
possible effect to make this machine fit into your interior.

The Elégance Nature plus brings a new level of quality to restaurants, bars, spacious 
hotel lobbies or modern administration offices.

Case: 
natural wood 
(available in dark walnut, mahogany, 
cherry, natural wood or stained in any 
finish wished for by our customers)
Dimension:  
50 cm x 30 cm x 86cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
1 polish dispenser (0,75 liter  
with stainless steel ball valve)
Brushes: 
1 horsehair pre-cleaning brush 
2 wool yarn polishing brushes  
(Ø 13 cm x 7 cm)
Weight:  
20 kg net,  
23 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply:  
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
130 watt, 
1200 rpm

  Elégance Nature plus, mahogany

Elégance Nature plus, natural

customizable  
finish
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Elégance Nature
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mahogany

cherry

natural

dark walnut

customizable  
finish

Elégance Nature is the compact version of the Elégance Nature plus.

Its elegant and high-class wooden case harmonizes extremely well with ambience of classic 
style and contributes and completes the interior. The warm wooden exterior of the machine 
almost conceals the power that hides underneath. Just like the Elégance Couleur the 
Elégance Nature is a perfect shoe shine machine which requires very little space and still 
has a powerful and strong motor. With its stylish form and modest dimension this model 
becomes an ideal equipment in private households, smaller boarding houses, hotels and 
offices, which have a wooden ambience. 

A new variant is our Elégance Nature model in black with real leather coating on the top.

Case: 
natural wood (available in dark wal-
nut, mahogany, cherry, natural wood 
or stained in any finish wished for by 
our customers)
Dimension:  
50 cm x 30 cm x 36 cm 
width x depth x height

Polish dispenser: 
1 polish dispenser (0,75 liter with 
stainless steel ball valve)
Brushes: 
1 horsehair pre-cleaning brush 
2 wool yarn polishing brushes  
(Ø 13 cm x 7 cm)

Weight:  
16 kg net,  
18 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply:  
230 volt, (110 volt optionally), 
130 watt, 1200 rpm

�Version black with  
real leather

Elégance Nature,  
dark walnut 

Elégance Nature, black  
with real leather coating 

black with real 
leather coating

NEW

YEARS

G
U

A R A N T E
E
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ProLine | Polifix 2 plus16

Polifix 2 plus
Case:  
agate-grey, graphite, stainless steel 
brushed, Chrome or gold
Dimension:  
59cm x 32 cm x 102 cm 
width x depth x height 
Brushes:  
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 22 cm x 8 cm 
diameter x width
Polish dispenser:  
1 polish dispenser (0,75 liter with 
stainless steel ball valve)
Weight:  
25 kg net, 27 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
150 watt, 
700 rpm

The Polifix 2 plus version is a heavy and solid machine, which is very  
popular as a model for hotel floors, spacious shopping centres or  
capacious administrations.

The three brushes used in this model have an impressive diameter of  
22 cm x 8 cm in width and are extremely durable - together with the solid 
steel machine a long-term usage is guaranteed. The ergonomic stainless 
steel handle bar provides a secure hold for the user. The honeycombed 
rubber mat can be removed for easy cleaning of the machine’s ground thus 
turning the Polifix 2 plus into a “shoe shine butler”, which is ready-for-use 
at any time.

The machine will be an enriching design highlight no matter which surface 
will be chosen: be it the lacquered version which is more quiet and down-
to-earth or the stylish Chrome variant, the case of which always reflects your 
ambience in a perfect way.

 Polifix 2 plus, Chrome

Chrome

graphit 
(RAL 7022)

agate-grey 
(RAL 7038)

gold (24 carat)

stainless steel  
brushed

 Polifix 2 plus, Chrome
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Polifix 3
The versatility of the Polifix 3 is unmatched.

This machine is our top-seller - in use in  
hotels and administration offices world-wide. 

Known for its satisfying convenience, high-
quality workmanship and its brilliantly gentle 
shoe polishing.

With the  Polifix 3 we put special emphasis  
on personal and individual design options in  
order to make the machine fit best into any 
place you want. This model offers a large 
number of possible configurations.

Especially the lockable door on the front,  
which is available in many different colors, 
makes the  Polifix 3 adaptable to floors,  
walls or furnishings.

Polifix 3 Steel
Case:  
matt black
Color of the doors:  
stainless steel 
embossed or brushed, 
brass brushed 

Polifix 3 Decor
Case: 
matt black
Color of the doors:  
jacaranda or  
oak bright decor 

Polifix 3 Standard
Case & door colors:  
agate-grey, graphite  

Polifix 3 Color
Case: 
matt black
Color of the doors: 
every RAL-Color

Dimension:  
56 cm x 31 cm x 85 cm 
width x depth x height 
Polish dispenser:  
1 liter disposable 
bottle with ball valvel
Brushes:  
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 22 cm x 8 cm 
diameter x width
Weight:  
33 kg net,  
36 kg gross

Starter: 
Sensor with timer 
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
150 watt,  
700 rpm

stainless steel 
brushed

brass  
brushed

oak bright

Polifix 3 Steel 

 Polifix 3, Color

graphite 
(RAL 7022)

agate-grey
(RAL 7038)

jacaranda

every  
RAL-Color

stainless steel 
embossed

YEARS
G

U

A R A N T E
E
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Polifix 4 Super

ProLine | Polifix 4 Super18

With its generous dimension the Polifix 4 
Super is an eye-catcher in spacious rooms.

Its technical features are equally impressive. 
Within the ProLine series the Polifix 4 Super  
is the only machine with 4 brushes, the result 
of which are brilliantly shining shoes.

The elegant matt black case can be combined 
with different doors: matt black with brass  
framework, brass brushed, with a warm 
wooden or a modern stainless steel front.

Either version will represent luxury, comfort  
and perfection within your rooms.

 Polifix 4 Super Exquisit

Case: 
matt black
Design of the doors: 
jacaranda or oak bright decor, stain-
less steel embossed, stainless steel, 
brass brushed or black with brass 
framework
Dimension: 
72 cm x 32 cm x 86 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
1 liter disposable bottle with  
ball valve

Brushes: 
3 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 22 cm x 8 cm 
diameter x width
Weight: 
42 kg net, 46 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
240 watt, 
750 rpm

stainless steel 
brushed

black
(RAL 9005)

oak bright jacaranda

stainless steel 
embossed

black with brass 
framework 
(exquisit)

brass  
brushed

  lockable door,  
stainless steel embossed

YEARS

G
U

A R A N T E
E
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Politec Polar
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Our Politec series was designed for entrance and passage 
areas with a high frequency. Each version will be mounted to 
the wall but you have the choice between Politec Solar for 
indoor and Politec Polar for outdoor usage. Both solutions 
will make the dirt stay outside.

The ergonomic bow handle will grant firm hold to users while 
cleaning shoes. In particular cleansing work boots is made 
easy due to the very large and hard brushes.

Honeycombed rubber mats with integrated sole wipers to 
support the cleaning process come with both versions of the 
Politec.

Case: 
powder coated steel, silver 
metallic
Colors of the bow handle: 
red, blue or black,  
any RAL color at surcharge
Dimension: 
66 cm x 34 cm x 114 cm  
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
Politec Polar: no dispenser 
Politec Solar: 0.75 liter  
container with ball valve

Brushes: 
1 nylon pre-cleaning brush,  
1 soft wool yarn polishing 
brush 
Ø 22 cm x 16 cm 
diameter x width
Weight: 
31 kg net,  
35 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
240 watt,  
750 rpm

Politec Solar 

Politec Polar 

Powder coated steel, silver-metallic  
(RAL 9006) with bow-handle in:

red 
(RAL 3020)

blue 
(RAL 5010)

black 
(RAL 9005)

every  
RAL-Color

 extremely wide brushes

G
U

A R A N T E
E
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Ronda 30 Standard

Ronda 30 Decor

BasicLine | Ronda 3020

Ronda 30 Standard presents itself as a real classic among 
shoe shine machines.

A puristic design, a powerful motor and excellent value for  
money are the key characteristics of this model while it still 
does not require too much space. Boarding houses, hotels 
and office and administration buildings are places where this 
machine is at home.

Case: 
matt black
Colors of the door: 
jacaranda or  
oak bright decor
Dimension: 
46 cm x 30 cm x 79 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
0.75 liter with ball valve
Brushes: 
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 13 cm x 7 cm 
diameter x width
Weight: 
21 kg net, 23 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
130 watt,  
1200 rpm

jacarandaoak bright

Case: 
agate-grey or graphite
Colors of the door: 
agate-grey or graphite
Dimension: 
46 cm x 30 cm x 79 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
0.75 liter with  
ball valve
Starter: 
Sensor with timer

Brushes: 
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 13 cm x 7 cm 
diameter x width
Weight: 
21 kg net,  
23 kg gross
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
130 watt,  
1200 rpm

graphite
(RAL 7022)

agate-grey
(RAL 7038)

Ronda 30 Decor, jacaranda

Ronda 30 Standard, graphite

YEARS

G
U

A R A N T E
E



Ronda CountryStyle

Easy Comfort

21BasicLine | Easy Comfort • Ronda CountryStyle

graphite 
(RAL 7022)

oak rustic

The Ronda CountryStyle’s unique charm  
is a result of the real wood case.

Available as “oak bright”, “oak rustic” or  
any finish wished for by our customers  
this machine will fit into your interior as  
an appropriate piece of furniture.

Technical details are identical to those of  
the Ronda 30.

oak bright

Case: 
oak bright, oak rustic,  
customizable finish
Dimension: 
52 cm x 30 cm x 90 cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
0.75 liter with ball valve
Brushes: 
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 13 cm x 7 cm 
diameter x width

Weight: 
25 kg net, 27 kg gross
Contact switch: 
on the case
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
130 watt,  
1200 rpm

Easy Comfort brings professional shoe shine service into 
every home. Small, light and user friendly the Easy Comfort 
finds a place in every nook and cranny.

Thus there are no excuses for dirty shoes any longer.  
Two polishing and a nylon pre-cleaning brush provide a quick 
and efficient cleaning and polishing of any shoe.

Case: 
graphite
Dimension: 
49 cm x 32 cm x 31cm 
width x depth x height
Polish dispenser: 
0.2 liter with plastic ball valve
Brushes: 
2 polishing brushes 
1 pre-cleaning brush 
Ø 13 cm x 6 cm 
diameter x width
Weight: 
10 kg net,  
11 kg gross
Contact switch: 
on the case
Power supply: 
230 volt 
(110 volt optionally), 
100 watt,  
1100 rpm

customizable  
finish



Solamat 90

Solamat 90 · 100 · 20022

Solamat 100 and 200 have a slightly different design: four wheel brushes clean the soles and  
two lateral disk brushes clean the edges of the shoes, while the uppers are cleaned by a third 
brush. Brushed-off dirt falls into a large drawer here as well. A belt gear ensures powerful  
brushing while running smoothly at the same time.

Solamat 200 is equipped with an additional exhaust and filtering system, which is placed  
inside the upper part of the case. Dust and aerosols are sucked into the upper part by means  
of under-inflation and they are collected by a filter. Cleaned air exits via a grid at the rear side  
of the case; the filter mat can be exchanged easily.
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Drive: 
belt drive and strong motor
Colors: 
agate-grey with black ergonomic handle 
bow or graphite with red ergonomic 
handle bow
Dimension: 
46 cm x 56 cm x 114 cm 
width x depth x height
Brushes: 
4 nylon wheel brushes, 
2 nylon disk brushes
Weight: 
47 kg net, 
50 kg gross
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt (110 volt optionally), 
180 watt,  
750 rpm (for brush gear)

agate-grey (RAL 7038) with 
black (RAL 9005) ergonomic 

handle

graphite (RAL 7022) 
with red (RAL 3020) 
ergonomic handle

The Solamat 90 cleaning unit is designed with 
four brushes, which are counter rotating and 
clean the soles from underneath. Two lateral 
disk brushes clean the edges of the soles. 
Brushed off dirt falls into a large drawer at  
the bottom of the device. This drawer can be 
removed and cleaned easily.  
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Solamat 200
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Drive: 
belt drive and strong motor
Colors:  
graphite or agate-grey
Dimension: 
46 cm x 60 cm x 110 cm  
width x depth x height
Weight: 
60 kg net, 64 kg gross
Bristles: 
wheel and disk plate: nylon 
upper brush: horsehair 
(optionally: nylon – at no  
additional cost)
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt (110 volt optionally), 
180 watt,  
750 rpm (for brush gear)

Drive: 
belt drive and strong motor
Colors:  
graphite or agate-grey
Dimension: 
46 cm x 60 cm x 110 cm  
width x depth x height
Weight: 
62 kg net, 66 kg gross
Bristles: 
wheel and disk plate: nylon 
upper brush: horsehair 
(optionally: nylon – at no  
additional cost)
Starter: 
Sensor with timer
Power supply: 
230 volt (110 volt optionally), 
180 watt,  
750 rpm (for brush gear)
Exhaust volume: 
360 m3/h (with filter mat 500 g/m2)
Filter classes: 
according to DIN 24185 – EU 4 
according to EN 779 – G 4

graphite
(RAL 7022)

 Exhaust and  
filtering system

agate-grey
(RAL 7038)

graphit
(RAL 7022)

agate-grey
(RAL 7038)
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Solamat 500
Drive: 
belt drive and strong motor
RPM of the brushes:  
via frequency inverter  
continuously variable
Dimension inclusive  
drip-off grate:  
70 cm x 150 cm x 
18,5/128 cm  
width x depth x height
Dimension of brush area: 
40 cm x 50 cm x 1 cm 
width x depth x height
Brushes: 
nylon fiber: 0,20 mm, 
black, smoothly waved
Weight: 
107 kg net, 123 kg gross
Start/Stop automatism: 
via optical sensor
Power supply: 
230 volt  
(110 volt optionally)

Motor: 
0,18 kW, 50 Hz, Iso-Cl F, 
IP 55 
Specifics:
½" water supply with 
solenoid valve.
Pressure can be regulated 
from 0 – 1,6 bar.
Hose pump with  
0,15 – 4,5 l / hour water 
throughput.
Drain cock with 1" exit.

Drive: 
belt drive and strong motor
RPM of the brushes:  
via frequency inverter  
continuously variable
Dimension:  
70 cm x 75 cm x 18,5/128 cm  
width x depth x height
Dimension of brush area: 
40 cm x 50 cm x 1 cm 
width x depth x height
Brushes: 
nylon fiber: 0,40 mm, black, hard
Weight: 
90 kg net, 102 kg gross
Start/Stop automatism: 
via optical sensor
Power supply: 
230 volt  
(110 volt optionally)
Motor: 
0,18 kW, 50 Hz, Iso-Cl F, IP 55 
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stainless 
steel

stainless 
steel
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Solamat 450

Dry or wet sole cleaning
The innovative sole cleaning devices Solamat 400, 450 and 500 close the gap between our Soltec and  
Solamatic range on the one hand side and the smaller stations Solamat 90, 100 and 200 on the other side.

These high quality industry devices are made entirely from stainless steel. They should be used as a forced pathway 
which all users have to pass. Before entering the actual cleaning area the user will be recognised by an optical 
sensor located in the hand rail. This sensor automatically starts the counter-rotating wheel brushes and switches 
the machine off when the user has left the device.

Solamat 400 and 450 are made for dry cleaning, where brushed off dirt will be collected in a drawer at the bottom 
of the machine, which can be easily pulled for cleaning.

Solamat 450 has an additional nozzle, which can be connected to either a work’s own suction system or to our 
optional industrial suction and filter device (dust/dirt class “M” – DIN // EN 60335-2-69). Our suction and filter 
device is linked to the Solamat 450 and starts and stops automatically with it.

Solamat 500 is a wet cleaning unit and requires a ½" connection for water input. When the machine starts, a 
solenoid valve opens and feeds water to the bin and brushes. A separate hose pump can add cleaning fluids or 
disinfectants while a regulator is responsible for a constant level. The wheel brushes take up water plus optional 
cleaning media and transport both towards the soles to be cleaned. Effluent water is drained away from the 
machine’s bin and should be fed into drainage. A drip-off grate behind the brushing area minimizes further water 
transportation. With a 1" drain cock dirty water can be let off.

Drive: 
belt drive and strong motor
RPM of the brushes:  
via frequency inverter  
continuously variable
Dimension inclusive  
drip-off grate:  
70 cm x 75 cm x 
18,5/128 cm  
width x depth x height
Dimension of brush area: 
40 cm x 50 cm x 1 cm 
width x depth x height
Brushes: 
nylon fiber: 0,40 mm, 
black, hard
Weight: 
91 kg net, 103 kg gross
Start/Stop automatism: 
via optical sensor
Power supply: 
230 volt  
(110 volt optionally)
Motor: 
0,18 kW, 50 Hz, Iso-Cl F, 
IP 55
Specifics: 
Suction nozzle 60 mm 

Suction and 
filter device:
Airflow rate (l/min): 
2 x 3.600
Underinflation  
(mbar/KPa): 250/25 
Engine power Pmax 
(watt): 2 x 1.500
Weight: 42 kg net, incl. 
transport rack
Start/Stop automatism: 
via optical sensor in  
Solamat 450
Power supply:  
230 volt  
(110 volt optionally)
Filter class: 
Dust/dirt class “M”

 Active cleaning area
stainless 

steel
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Neptun I

Neptun II
Case:  
stainless steel design
Dimension: 
112 cm x 95 cm x 131 cm 
width x depth x height 
Water consumption:  
approx. 6 liters per minute
Feeding pump:  
adjustable from approx. 
0.01 to 0.5 l/min
Weight:  
138 kg net,  
150 kg gross
Contact switch:  
on the handle
Power supply:  
400 volt, 16 A, 
other voltages optionally,  
three-phase current

A comfortable handle switch starts the robust Neptun I 
sole cleaning unit. On startup, a magnetic valve will 
provide the water supply. By means of an adjustable 
feeding pump, a cleaning or disinfectant medium can 
be mixed with the water.

The Neptun II boot-washing unit is similar to the  
Neptun  I sole cleaning unit, but is also equipped with 
two nylon brushes, which are placed at both sides. 
These wheel brushes, which are also sprayed with water 
and cleaning medium, clean the bootlegs effortlessly 
and quickly.

Case:  
stainless steel design
Dimension:  
65 cm x 106 cm x 120 cm 
width x depth x height
Water consumption:  
approx. 5 liters per minute
Feeding pump:  
adjustable from approx.  
0.01 to 0.5 l/min
Weight:  
80 kg net, 90 kg gross
Contact switch:  
on the handle
Power supply:  
400 volt, 16 A,  
other voltages optionally, 
three-phase current

stainless steel

Additional  
information can  
be obtained: 
“Cleaning  
devices for  
industrial  
purposes”
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Soltec II + III
Soltec II + III „wet“ and „dry“
Drive transmission: 2 x worm gear drive
RPM of the brushes: approx. 93 RPM
Case and handrail: made entirely from stainless steel
Dimension Soltec II:  
940 x 1.900 x 1.270 mm (W x L x H)
Dimension Soltec III:  
940 x 2.670 x 1.270 mm (W x L x H)
Brushes Soltec II:  
2 à 1.000 mm length, PA 6.12, 1 mm black, hard
Brushes Soltec III:  
2 à 1.600 mm length, PA 6.12, 1 mm black, hard
Weight:  
Soltec II “dry”: 270 kg net 
Soltec III “dry”: 305 kg net 
Soltec II “wet”: 265 kg net 
Soltec III “wet”: 300 kg net
Start/Stop automatism: via 2 optical sensors
Power supply: 3 x 400 volt/N/PE, nominal current max 3,75 A 
Motor: 0,5 kw, 50-60 Hz, IP 64  

Specifics of model “wet”
Water inlet connection R ¾", internal thread + solenoid valve
Water outlet connection R 2½" external thread
Water pressure min. 4 bar, max. 8 bar
Water temperature min. 4 °C, max. 42 °C
Holder for max. 20 l cleaning medium tank

stainless steel

Cleaning units dry or wet 
Soltec cleaning units for heavy duty use in industrial environments are available 
in two different lengths. These devices are designed for above ground placement 
and should be positioned in a way that everyone will have to pass through this 
unit. 

Our Soltec “dry” version brushes dirt 
off shoe soles and collects it in a large 
stainless steel drawer at the bottom of the 
machine, which can be removed for easy 
cleaning.

Soltec “wet” models have an ¾" input 
connector to feed water by means of a so-
lenoid valve on the two wheel brushes while 
optional cleaning medium can be added 
with the integrated hose pump. Sewage 
flows off through an 2,5" diameter nozzle.

The grates above the brushes can be lifted for cleaning the inside of the machine. Each unit has an optical sensor 
on both sides, which starts the drive. The follow-up time can be regulated so that the unit will be cleaned sufficiently 
after usage.

NEW

Cleaning is made easy due to tiltable grates 
and removable stainless steel bin

Active cleaning with rotating brushes

Soltec III, „dry“

Tank for cleaning fluid
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CleanGate®

Pit Dimension: 
143 cm x 120 cm x 32 cm 
width x length x depth
Max. loading capacity: 
300 kg concentrated load, 
unlimited number of people
Cleaning area: 
98 cm x 108 cm 
width x length
Net-Weight: 
300 kg 
Brush bars: 
approx. 280 movements / min
Power supply: 
400 volt, 16 A, 
other voltages optionally,  
three-phase current

Cleaning is made easy due to gas struts 
which open the gate effortlessly.

Clean soles by means of  
active cleaning.

Until now, attractive entrance areas and offices of high 
value are exposed to excessive wear-and-tear from high 
usage, which leads to premature wear-out. 

The resulting costs for cleaning, maintenance and renewal 
can be reduced considerably by using the active sole clea-
ning unit, CleanGate®. This way, dirtying carpets or floors 
by visitors and employees can be avoided.

The visual appearance of the CleanGate® is similar to a 
conventional doormat that is installed in the floor.  
However, the efficiency of bristles working in opposite 
directions is much higher than that of conventional mats. 
We have produced similar units for large scale industries 
for many years now, where moving brushes or mats reliably 
prevent staining and scratching of adjacent floor covering. 

CleanGate® is particularly suitable for those areas where 
many people are passing by – e.g. shopping centers, 
airports, administration buildings or offices. Visitors, cu-
stomers and guests will have their soles cleaned automati-
cally when crossing the unit. The patented bristle drive with 
bars moving in opposite directions is guaranteed to work, 
despite the amount of dirt that is brushed off. 

For detailed information please refer to our catalogue: 
“CleanGate®”. 

The entire unit is free of maintenance as the 
drives are dirt-protected.
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Further information can be 
obtained in the brochure: 
“CleanGate®”

Fixed stripes made from felt absorb damp-
ness of the soles. Anti-skidding stainless steel 
grates allow trolleys as well as shopping carts 
or wheelchairs.

The case, made from stainless steel, fits in 
easily to modern architecture.

stainless  
steel
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ProfilGate®

Tire cleaning unit ProfilGate® (patented) 
Dirt transportation from tires into sensible areas is very often underestimated. First of all the  
entrance zones will be contaminated and following vehicles will then spread the dirt further into 
the production areas. With ProfilGate® cleaning grates soiling problems can be eliminated directly 
at the entrance zones.

The grates have a height of 45mm and can be mounted at ground level or above ground level and 
be accessed via flat ramps. This way a forced passage can be set up easily which all vehicles have 
to pass.

Hot-dipped grates with special brushes are placed inside stainless-steel bins, which collect the 
brushed off dirt. The particular angle of the special brushes automatically clean all kind of tire 
treads mechanically when crossing the grates. Electricity is not necessary.
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Cleaning units

 Width Length Height Format Weight 
  driving direction   kg

ProfilGate® grates are available in these standard sizes (mm):

 324 976 45 S 21

 702 976 45 M 39

 1.012 976 45 L 51

 1.212 976 45 XL 58
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HEUTE also produces accessible cleaning gates as well as 
passable units, which are driven electrically, depending on the 
operating range. Our gates can avoid forklift trucks or other 
vehicles from transporting dirt from their tires or rolls into or 
out of a production area. Before entering a sensitive area, 
each vehicle must pass the cleaning gate, which is fixed into 
the ground. 

Cleaning units accessible 
afoot or passable

Mounted at ground levelEasy cleaning of the 
stainless steel bins

Access via flat ramps for above ground  
level mounting

Up to 10 tons of load-
bearing capacity

Can easily be integrated into existing 
driveways

Cleaning method protected by patents

Cleaning units
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Special version for e.g. 
Mercedes-Benz coating 
cabins
These sole cleaning systems are 
housed in the bearing grid of the 
enamelling system and remove 
wax, fillers and enamel from the 
shoe soles of workers. 

Its explosion-proof construction 
means that it can be used in the 
cabins and thus prevent the dan-
ger of slipping and dirt distributi-
on outside the cabin. 

Cleaning units

Neptun I Version 
”Automobilbau“

The entire machine can be opened for  
cleaning purposes 

Additional information can  
be found in:   
“Cleaning devices for  
industrial purposes”
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Special equipment for cleaning 
castors
This system is designed for cleaning castors of 
transport carts. These carts are automatically 
pulled through the device by means of a 
transport belt. In the front section of the 
device the wheels will  be cleaned with 
brushes and fluids. The rear section will 
disinfect running surfaces and flanks of the 
wheels.

To avoid impurities in the coating area and to ensure 
higher transportation speeds, HEUTE Skid cleaning 
systems are integrated into the conveyor system.  
The skids are cleaned with a combination of brushes 
of different bristles from below and from both sides.  

Cleaning liquids support and speed up the cleaning  
– a dispenser is responsible for the supply.

Cleaning units

Solamatic III 
”Henkel“

Skid 
cleaning units
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Care products 

Special leather polish for shoe shine machines
Available in colorless/neutral or black; 1 liter dis-
posable bottle. The shoes will be impregnated by the 
leather wax and kept smooth, the wool yarn polishing 
leads to a natural shining. We recommend using 
colorless media to be able to polish shoes of every 
color. 

 
Special cleaning medium HEUfex

HEUfex is a nonfat medium for cleaning or degreasing shoe shine brushes and bristles; 
available in 1 liter disposable bottles.

Individual Design
To most people, shoe shine machines are known as 
silent servants from their visits in hotels. But then why 
would only the hotel manager want to reduce trans-
portation of dirt and why would only this business want 
to provide a clean and shiny environment? 

Service becomes more and more important and a 
perfect shoe shine machine will make your customer  
realize he is getting that “certain something” when doing 
business with you. We provide shoe shine machines 
with your individual design or company logo that can 
help you present your business as “perfectly clean”.  
We will be glad to work out an offer meeting your 
demands. If you want to know more about the possibili-
ties of an individual design, please take a look at our 
special catalogue: “Shoe shine machines for attractive 
customer service”.

This catalogue can be 
ordered via our service 
hotline.

 Model Ellipse with multimedia player and TFT display

  Model Ellipse with an  
individual design
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Further information
More detailed and specific information can be obtained via fax, phone or internet.

CleanGate®

Clean soles by means of  
active cleaning.  
The automatic cleaning  
mat for entrance areas.

Shoe shine machines for  
attractive customer service

Possibilities of  
individual design.

Cleaning devices for  
industrial purposes

Clean solutions for the 
industry.

www.heute-gmbh.de

The entire product range plus additional 
information on our products can be found 
on our websites.



HEUTE never sleeps   
From the very first moment when you 
consider buying a HEUTE product, our 
team will be ready to help. You can 
contact us from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(Monday to Thursday) and Fridays from 
7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. via telephone.  
Or you can contact us 24/7 by fax  
or email. 

Nowhere is too far for us 
Apart from the standard units, which 
you can find in our catalogues, we can 
provide you with sole cleaning units 
and special facilities for industrial 
purposes that suit your needs and local 
demands. In order to offer tailor-made 
solutions, we will visit your company 
and help you make the right decision.

Fast as lightening 
Having chosen your desired machine 
from our catalogue/website, send us 
your order and we shall be able to 
dispatch most of our models the very 
same day we receive your order. 

Machines with a special coating or 
special equipment usually take 8 to 10 
days. For sole cleaning units and indus-
trial facilities, we will coordinate a date 
according to the phase of your project.

We care for you 
When you are using our products, our 
work is not yet finished. Our shoe shine 
machines have an exceptionally long 
guarantee period of 3 years. During this 
period, we replace all spare parts at no 
charge, which are damaged because of 
faults we have made during produc-
tion and assembling. Damage due to 
improper handling will invalidate the 
guarantee.

For 20 years from the date of purchase 
we will provide spare parts for the main-
tenance of your shoe shine machine!

All our products have a long lifetime 
expectancy on the condition that they 
are handled properly. However, should 
you need a spare part, we will normally 
be able to send it to you on the very 
same day. 

All our products come with a detailed 
operating manual; if you wish, we can 
even provide the spare part lists and 
exploded drawings

Please keep in mind that the colors 
shown in this catalogue may differ from 
original colors.

HEUTE-Guarantee
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Maschinenfabrik Heute GmbH & Co. KG

Address: Weinsbergtalstraße 2-6 · 42657 Solingen · Germany 
Postal address: P.O. Box 100507 · 42605 Solingen · Germany 
Phone: +49(0)212-380 310 · Fax: +49(0)212-81 80 85 
E-mail: info@heute-gmbh.de · Internet: www.heute-gmbh.de




